MUSEUM IN A MINUTE

THURSDAY ART PLAY: POP UP CARDS

MAKE A POP UP MOTHER’S DAY CARD FOR SOMEONE SPECIAL!

Fold your paper in half and cut two slits, side by side, at the fold. Cut more side by side slits. For every two cuts you’ll have one pop up tab. Unfold and open your paper. Push the tabs forward to create your "pop up." Use whatever art supplies you have to decorate your card. Add a cover by gluing a second sheet of paper that's the same size or larger to the back of your card. Seal the glue along the edge.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED

SCISSORS
PAPER
MARKERS/CRAYONS
GLUE STICK/GLUE
OPTIONAL:
COLLAGE MATERIAL
TAPE
RIBBON/STRING

THURSDAY ART PLAY USES CREATIVE PLAY AND EXPLORATORY ART MAKING TO EXCITE AND EDUCATE OUR YOUNGEST LEARNERS.